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To provide unrivalled choice for

building designers, Contour Casings’

exterior finishing range consists of

eaves products in high quality

aluminium and column casings in

standard and bespoke shapes.

We offer the highest quality products

on short lead times, at competitive

prices - supported by site surveys,

bespoke technical design and

installation services where required.

Contour Copings is the high quality

aluminium capping system designed

for fixing on walls and parapets on all

types of building. Its ‘concealed

fixing’ design gives the installation a

professional, clean appearance and

the weather-sealing feature prevents

rainwater entering the structure of the

wall or building.  All Contour Copings’

components are powder-coated to

ensure long-term durability.

Contour’s fascia, soffit and special

finishes give a co-ordinated look for

any building design - be it traditional

or contemporary.

Our column casing ranges complete

the Contour Casings’ product line-up,

making us a ‘one-stop shop’ for all

your requirements in exterior finishes.

At Contour Casings, we pride

ourselves on our innovative approach

and we thrive on the challenge of

developing solutions for design

problems - no matter how complex.

Our strength is our ‘can do’ attitude

and we will do everything to ensure

that our products and services meet

your every design and construction

demand.
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Other Technical Literature

Go to www.contourcasings.co.uk to download a copy, or call us 

on 01952 290 498 to get a hardcopy.
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At Contour, we don't just believe in

supplying high quality, innovative

products, we also aim to offer a

comprehensive range of services.

This enables us to provide you with a

full turnkey solution - from conducting

site surveys and collaborating with

you to develop bespoke designs, to

installation.  We can tailor our service

offer to suit your needs, exactly -

without compromise. 

Technical Design Service 

If you need something out of the

ordinary or require advice about the

use of our products, please contact

our Technical Department.

Our design team is more than happy

to help you to adapt our products to

develop them in order to suit your

application.

Site Surveys 

We undertake all site surveys free of

charge as an integral part of our

comprehensive service.  

Our expert surveyors, all having

considerable installation experience,

will identify the correct size and

quantities of products required.  

Installation Service 

Our skilled and experienced fitting

teams will carry out installations quickly

and professionally - at very competitive

rates.

We offer a full ‘supply-and-fit’ service

for most of our products. Our

experienced project management

teams will look after the entire

installation process for you, keeping

disruption to all building occupants to

an absolute minimum.

Our Services
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All of our fitters are highly skilled, with

considerable experience and product

knowledge and having had thorough

training on installing our products.  

We can help - whether it is a

refurbishment or new-build project,

one radiator cover or a whole

hospital, wherever in the country you

are.

Our ‘supply-and-fit’ service is

available on the following products:

■ Wall Copings

■ Fascias and Soffits

■ Column Casings

■ Radiator Guards

■ Pipe Boxing

CHAS Accredited 

Customers can be assured that our

systems have been independently

assessed and recognised as meeting

the relevant national standards.
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Optional 30 year guarantee on

product finish

Syntha Pulvin finish is available for all

profiles in order to provide a

guarantee of up to 30 years.

(Limitations and conditions apply.)

Standard and Bespoke Ranges

Clients can either select standard

sizes for ease of specification or

discuss bespoke requirements with

us for that unique design.

Description

The Contour Coping system is an

innovative solution, designed to

provide a high quality and

professional finish to all types of walls

and parapets.

The system incorporates a number of

outstanding and original features to

provide a superior look and finish.

Tested to wind-speed of 144mph

Capable of handling the most

extreme weather conditions.

Technical Information
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‘Concealed-Fixing’ Design
Sleek finish with no
obtrusive external fixings.

Clip-Fix System
‘Snap-on’ design increases
installation speed, keeping
costs and disruption down.

Rattle-free
Integral sealing pads
eliminate wind-rattle, giving
residents within the building
a quieter life.

Lightweight
‘All-aluminium’ components
reduce the weight-load on
the structure without
compromising strength.

Corrosion-free
‘All-aluminium’ components
eliminate the risk of bi-metal
interaction and corrosion.

Weatherproof
Unique, weather-sealing
gaskets prevent the ingress
of rainwater into the building
structure.
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Composition, Manufacture

Manufactured from aluminium alloy

sheet (Grade 1050A-H14/4015-H12

to BS EN 485/515/573), with a

minimum thickness of 2mm.

For wider and curved copings, the

thickness may be increased. Fixing

straps and clips are extruded alloy

type 6082 T6 to BS 1474:1987, with

an extruded neoprene, channel-seal

bonded to the top.

Shape, Size

Standard coping sections are as

illustrated. Special profiles can be

made (e.g. vertical or with raked

legs). Supplied in standard lengths of

3 metres. When specifying or

ordering, the total wall width including

any finishes, rendering, asphalt or

flashings, should be given.

Weight, Thickness

Typical approximate weights are

1.8kg/m for a 112mm wall and

3.6kg/m for a 338mm wall. Minimum

metal thickness 2mm.

Appearance, Colour

PPC (Polyester Powder Coated) is

standard with all welds dressed

(where possible). Polyester powder

paint finishes are also available

(applied after fabrication), in an

extensive range of colours. (Chart

available on request). For most

colours there is a choice of gloss,

satin or matt finish. Mill finish is

available too.

Syntha Pulvin coatings are offered

with a 30-year guarantee for standard

applications. For marine, swimming

pool and industrial applications, this

guarantee is for 15 years.

For more information, visit the Syntha

Pulvin website at

www.synthapulvin.co.uk

For a current colour chart, please

contact our Technical Department,

tel: 01952 290 498 or email:

sales@contourcasings.co.uk

Chemical Resistance

Unaffected by normal industrial

atmospheres. Please consult Contour

Casings’ Technical Department when

considering installation in conditions

of extreme atmospheric pollution or in

coastal areas.

Thermal Movement

Coefficient of linear thermal

expansion is 23x10-6/°C.  A gap of

2mm to 3mm between coping

sections will accommodate normal

thermal movement.

Lightning Protection

Aluminium is a suitable material for

use as a lightning conductor.

Accessories

Purpose-made fittings are supplied

for each installation and may include

90° and irregular corners, stop-ends,

upstands, T-junctions and column

caps.  All are mitred and welded to

suit.

Wind Loading

Independent wind-load tests at

CERAM have confirmed the Contour

Coping system is able to withstand

wind-loadings of 232kpm (144mph).

3

A copy of this report is 

available to download from the

technical section of the Contour

website at www.contourcasings.co.uk

Fixings

We supply all necessary fixings with

our coping, fascia and soffit

products.

Example specification:

Manufacturer: Contour Casings Ltd,

Unit 14, Stafford Park 12, Telford,

Shropshire TF3 3BJ. Tel: 01952 290

498 Fax: 01952 210 261

Email: sales@contourcasings.co.uk

www.contourcasings.co.uk

Product and Reference: Contour

Coping Wall Capping System.

Material Specification: Coping

fabricated from pressed aluminium

alloy sheet to BS EN 485/515/573,

grade 1050A-H14/4015-H12,

minimum thickness 2mm. Items to be

purpose-made such as corners,

junctions and other fittings of the

same specification, mitred and

welded, to be supplied as necessary.

Finish: Mill or polyester powder paint

applied after fabrication. Colour

reference BS or RAL gloss/satin/matt.

Optional Syntha Pulvin finish available

with 30 year guarantee.

Performance: Independently tested

to withstand wind speeds of up to

144mph. 

Method of Jointing: Extruded

aluminium alloy concealed fixing

straps with protected double nib

extruded neoprene weather seals at

all joints and maximum 1500mm

centres.

Method of Fixing: Copings securely

‘snapped’ on to fixing strap with

allowance for thermal movement. No

fixings to pass through the coping or

be visible. Fix in accordance with

manufacturer’s instructions and plan

drawings supplied.
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Description

Contour Copings are available in

three standard ranges:

■ Square

■ Weathered

■ Ridged

Widths: Up to 750mm

Height: Up to 300mm

Standard Lengths:

1250 / 1500 / 2000 /2500 / 3000mm

(Special lengths up to 3000mm can

be manufactured to order, to suit

your exact requirements).

Each profile is available with a

complete range of accessories to

ensure quick installation and a

professional finish, including:

■ Corners: 90º and irregular 

angles are available

■ Tee Sections: 90º and irregular 

angles are available

■ Stop-ends

■ Intersection/upstand

Standard Wall Coping Ranges

Corner Section

Tee Section

Stop-end
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In addition to our standard ranges of

coping, Contour has the design

expertise and experience to produce

bespoke coping products, including:

■ Curved sections – manufactured 

to any radius to give a

contemporary appearance  

to curved parapet walls.

■ Special profiles – rather than just 

the three standard profiles,  

please feel free to discuss your 

design ideas.

■ Unequal legs – we can adapt

leg lengths and brackets to suit 

situations where equal legs 

are not suitable.

■ Integration with other finishes – 

we can develop our products 

to interface with other building 

finishes.

Please contact our Technical

Department for more information and

we will be happy to discuss your

requirements in detail.

Bespoke Wall-coping Ranges
Intersection/upstand

Square Coping Section

Weathered Coping Section

Ridged Coping Section
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Contour Casings design and

manufacture fascia and soffit profiles

to almost any size or shape, including

curved, bullnose and elliptical designs.

We are able to produce sections to

match existing profiles.

Square and rectangular profiles offer a

traditional appearance to building

eaves and are commonly used in

refurbishment and replacement

projects.

Fascias & Soffits

Where necessary, ventilation slots

can be incorporated into the eaves

system.  Please contact our Technical

Department to discuss your

requirements.

Bullnose and quadrant fascias are

very popular and provide a

contemporary finish to a building.

Elliptical and aerofoil fascias produce

modern, sleek lines to an eaves

design.  They are especially useful

when it is necessary to disguise a

deep roof construction.

All fascia profiles can be designed to

integrate with our soffit ranges.

Please advise our Technical

Department when discussing your

requirements.
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Contour soffit panels and planks are

versatile, easy to install and attractive.

The concealed fixing system is

manufactured from aluminium.

The Plank system produces the

traditional “shiplap” appearance.

Supplied in three metre lengths as

standard, the widths are custom

made to suit the soffit width.  Plank

systems also have concealed fixing.

The ‘Secret-Fix’ panel system

eliminates visible fixings to provide a

seamless, uninterrupted soffit line.

Panels are supplied in three metre

lengths as standard, but other

lengths can be supplied to facilitate

matching windows, columns,

mullions or other gridline influences.

The standard panel system provides

a practical and low-cost soffit

solution.  Colour-matched fasteners

are supplied to reduce their impact.

Brackets and carcassing can be

supplied where necessary to provide

a purpose-made support system

which can speed up installation.

Plank width modulated to suit soffit width

Panel width up to 1200mm

Panel width up to 1200mm

Plank System

Secret Fix System

Standard Panel System
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polyester powder coated (PPC)

aluminium casing can also be finished

in BioCote® to provide an anti-

microbial finish, ideal for medical and

food-processing applications.

Each range also incorporates a

variety of accessories including inner

collars, decorative outer rings,

male/female assembly joints,

integrated lighting, signage

capabilities etc.

We offer a range of standard circular

sizes, but are also able to develop

non-standard shapes on a project-

by-project basis.

Contour Casings offers a large range

of column casings for use in a wide

variety of applications.

We have column covers for internal

and external use, available in a wide

range of shapes, sizes and finishes.

The materials we offer for external

applications include:

■ Aluminium

■ Stainless Steel

■ GRP (Glass Reinforced 

Polymer)

Column cladding is supplied pre-

finished and factory assembled to

speed up fitting and they can be

provided on a ‘supply-only’ or

‘supply-and-fit basis’, with installation

carried out by our own team of

dedicated installers.

We pride ourselves on our flexible

approach to business and are

committed to developing our existing

product range to meet individual and

bespoke project requirements.

Aluminium & Stainless Steel

Column Casings

Contour Casings offers a

comprehensive range of bespoke

metal column casings from standard

circular, square and rectangular to the

more design-led shapes.  Each

system is complemented by a vast

array of finishes and fixing solutions.

Our complete range of casings is

available in a wide variety of finishes

including Brushed/Polished

Aluminium, Polyester Powder Coated

Aluminium, perforated sheet etc.

Column Casings

Standard Column Casing Range

Internal Diameter
(mm) Length (mm)

250 3000

300 3000

350 3000

400 3000

450 3000

500 3000

550 3000

600 3000

700 3000

750 3000

800 3000

900 3000

1000 3000
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GRP (Glass Reinforced Polymer)

products from Contour Casings, offer

designers an almost unlimited range

of design options.

Whether it is a column casing,

canopy, wall or ceiling cladding,

signage, cornices, ornamental

elements or one-off design feature,

we can offer a totally customised

solution.

Because of to the nature of the

material, Contour GRP column

casings are perfectly suited to external

applications, as they are weather

resistant.  They are also ideal for wet

areas such as swimming pools.

Products can be supplied in any RAL

or BS colour and we can also provide

a wide range of textures, including:

■ Smooth

■ Woodgrain

■ Concrete

■ Stonecast

■ Slate

■ Granulite

We offer a standard range of

circular/semi-circular sizes, but are

more than happy to develop one-off

designs on a project-by-project basis.

Please consult our Technical

Department for further details.

GRP - Glass Reinforced Polymer Column Casings

Standard Column Casing Range

Internal Diameter
(mm) Length (mm)

250 3000

300 3000

350 3000

400 3000

450 3000

500 3000

550 3000

600 3000

750 3000

800 3000

900 3000

1000 3000
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Contour-Ply™ Pipe Casing
An unrivalled range of pre-formed plywood,
polymer and metal service casings for
covering exposed pipes and services in an
attractive, quick and economical manner.

Contour Casings offers a wide range of interior and exterior building products, including:

Contour Radiator Guards Trionic LST
Radiators
Award-winning radiator guard designs and
LST radiators, incorporating BioCote® anti-
microbial finish to inhibit the growth of
bacteria.

Interior Column Casings
To complement the exterior ranges of column
casings, we also supply preformed plywood
and GRG column casings in a wide range of
sizes, shapes and finishes.

Floor Ducting
Designed to carry pipework and cabling in
screeded floors.


